
Brenton firing the 4 pounder long muzzle loading cannon

Sabrage performed by Rosabelle

Should you be interested in firing a cannon, or would like more information regarding the
displayed cannon, please contact us

E mail: info@nitidacannonstation.co.za
Web site: www.nitidacannonstation.co.za

Residents of House Olivier firing cannon on
13 June 2019

A few weeks ago Anthony Ghillino (General Manager for QAWC) was invited to come and see
and try out ,if the new access from Cassia restaurant to the Cannon station on the dam wall was
wheelchair friendly. As you can see Anthony was able to access the Cannon station via the
platform installed by Cassia restaurant.

The scene was now set for a visit by residents of QAWC House Olivier in Durbanville. On the
morning of 13 June five wheelchair bound residents arrived at Cassia restaurant and accessed
the Cannon station. Three of them were looking forward to fire a muzzle loading cannon
followed by a Sabrage to be performed by Rosabelle Riese.
They proceeded on to the dam wall, where the three of them, as well as Charmaine Swartz full
time caregiver to Anthony, were allocated each one of the cannon.



Residents of House Olivier ready to fire a cannon

Brenton Swartz ready to fire 4 pounder long
muzzle loading cannon.
Brenton is a very curious guy and always
wants to experience new things. This for him
was one of those moments, trying to put
himself in the shoes/position of those who
was duty-bound to experience the
unimaginable trauma whilst trying hard to
survive the horrendous ordeal.

www.facebook.com/BrentonSwartz
MouthArts

Rosabelle Riese ready to fire 4 pounder
muzzle loading cannon.
“We were truly honoured to experience
something out of the ordinary!  Thank you
Jurg and Erick for taking us through some
history, safety procedures, loading of the
cannons as well as some information on
gunpowder and the Law.
The Sabrage was indeed a new experience!
THANK YOU for sponsoring our Residents to
experience an awesome time at Nitida
Cannon Station” (Rosabelle Riese).

Casper Erasmus ready to fire 4 pounder
muzzle loading cannon.
This was the first time in my life that I fired
cannon. I felt a little scared at first but once
Erick went through the safety side of things I
felt better, what an amazing feeling, never
thought that i would ever do something like
this. Thank you to Erick and the team I really
enjoyed the experience, if you are given the
opportunity to do this go for it I wear my
cannon badge proudly

Charmaine Swartz representing Anthony
Ghillino, ready to fire 9pounder short
muzzle loading cannon.
Charmaine has been assisting Anthony, a
wheelchair user since 1992 as a result of a
motor vehicle accident, for 13 years.
Charmaine is relatively quiet by nature but
thoroughly enjoyed the opportunity of firing
the cannon. Over the years Anthony and
Charmaine have enjoyed a number of
adventures thanks to Anthony's job of
General Manager of the QuadPara
Association Western Cape. They had an
absolute "blast" firing the cannon at the
Nitida Cannon Station, it was an experience
that will live on in their memories for years.
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